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Abstract
Revisit tidal simulation of Naval Battle at Hansan on 8 July 1592 was conducted by involving the calendar day conversion and
tidal prediction in several centuries ago. The Hansan battle is one of three victorious naval battles (Myungryang battle on 25
October 1597, Noryang battle on 16 December 1598 and this Hansan battle) led by Admiral Yi and also famous as the Crane
Wing fleet formation during the battle. Conversion between lunar calendar day and solar calendar day before 1900 was taken
from Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI) because historical documents are written in the lunar calendar.
We attempt to reproduce tidal conditions during the most important battles of the Imjin War at Hansan to set up the regional
tidal hindcast system of old times both by point and by numerical model simulation. The past topography rapidly changed by
developments of coastal area assumed by old documentations and satellite images.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of APAC 2015, Department of Ocean Engineering, IIT Madras.
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1. Introduction
The present work intends to hindcast tidal conditions of Naval Battle at Hansan on 8th of July 1592. The Hansan
battle is one of three victorious naval battles (Myungryang battle on 25 October 1597, Noryang battle on 16
December 1598 and this Hansan battle) led by Admiral Yi and also famous in the Crane Wing fleet formation. The
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formation was often used on land, but not normally used at sea. Fig. 1 shows the photo of the panel drawn the
diagram of Hansan Battle in the Jeseungdang , the memorial place of Admiral Yi.
The works involves in calendar day conversion and tidal prediction in several centuries ago. Most of tidal
prediction programs are applicable after 1900s. Byun (2010) investigated the day conversion problems in IOS tidal
package (Foreman, 1978) and Task-2000 tidal package (Bell et al., 1999). Conversion between traditional Korea
lunisolar calendar day and Gregorian calendar day before 1900 was taken from Korea Astronomy and Space Science
Institute (KASI). Also lots of information and routine for Julian and Gregorian Calendars are available. The Julian
Calendar started in 45BC and Pope Gregory implemented the Gregorian Calendar in 1582. We used Fourmilab’s
conversion routine (http://www.fourmilab.ch/documents/calendar). Table 1 shows the key days for Traditional
Korean calendar, Gregorian calendar date, Julian and Modified Julian Days.
Fig. 1. Diagram of Hansan Campaign, July 8, 1592 (Hansando Jeseungdang).
Table 1. Date, Julian day and modified Julian day.
Date Traditional
Korean calendar
Gregorian calendar Julian Day Modified Julian
Day
Julian starting day B.C.4713/01/01 12h 0.0 -2400000.5
Gregorian starting day 1582/10/15 00h 2299160.5 -100840.0
Hansan Battle 1592/7/8 1592/8/14 12h 2302752.0 -97248.5
Myeongryang Battle 1597/9/16 1597/10/25 12h 2304650.0 -95350.5
Noryang Battle 1598/11/19 1598/12/16 12h 2305067.0 -94933.5
MJD starting day 1858/11/17 00h 2400000.5 0.0
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We attempt to reproduce tidal conditions during the last battle of Admiral at Noryang to set up the regional tidal
hindcast of old times both by point. We hindcasted 1598 tides using MARI.E at Tongyeong for model verification
in the chapter 2. In the chapter 3, the hydrodynamic numerical simulation is used to reproduce the tidal fields during
Hansan battle, and compared with battle situation documented in A War Diary (Nanjungilgi) written by Admiral Yi
in the chapter 4.
2. Tidal Prediction
We have set up Delphi based GUI tidal analysis and prediction system, MARIE which works in Gregorian dates,
and it is verified using the tidal numerical simulation using recent topography and harmonic constants. We hindcasted
1598 tides using MARIE for model verification by also considering the conversion of Julian and Gregorian calendars.
The Julian calendar was switched over to the Gregorian starting in 1582, at which point the 10 day difference between
the actual time of year and traditional time of year on which calendrical events occurred became intolerable. These
conversions are used for MARIE and also specifying open boundary conditions of our FEM based regional ocean
tide simulation for the Yellow and East China Seas.
The date calculation for variable tidal prediction programs is tested. Two tidal prediction codes (IOS and MARIE)
using observed tidal constituents by KHOA, and 1 tidal prediction model (NAO) using own tide database. IOS tidal
package (Foreman, 1978) use Julian Day for computing tide, so time problem is solved to use exact calculation
routine converting from Gregorian to Julian dates. There is no problem on date calculation in IOS, but Task-2000
support date calculation from 1801 to 2099 years. Also NAO tidal prediction program (Matsumoto et al., 2000) using
own tidal database covers 1900~2100 only.
Fig. 2. Tidal prediction in 1598 using IOS, MARIE and NAO.
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Fig. 2 shows the tidal prediction results using IOS, MARIE (based on Task-2000) and NAO programs at Yeosu.
MARIE used 62 tidal constituents by KHOA except mean water elevation, Z0, and IOS used 41 constituents. The
ranges of tidal water height of NAO is significantly different with others, because NAO calculate the tidal elevation
for consideration of 16 major constituents with 33 minor constituents using own tidal database. We checked the tidal
peak heights during December 1598 for checking date. The tidal peak heights are marked in Fig. 2. The differences
of tidal range are shown, but the similar phases are shown when the correction of date conversion (MARIE-modified
and NAO-modified) shifting 2 days.
3. Tidal Simulation
SELFE (A Semi-implicit Eulerian–Lagrangian Finite-Element) model has been used. SELFE (Zhang and Baptista,
2008) is an open-source community-supported modelling system, based on unstructured grids, designed for the
effective simulation of 3D baroclinic circulation. It uses a semi-implicit finite-element Eulerian-Lagrangian
algorithm to solve the Navier-Stokes equations (in either hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic form), written to realistically
address a wide range of physical processes and of atmospheric, ocean and river forcings. The numerical algorithm
is high-order, and stable and computationally efficient. SELFE solves the 3D shallow-water equations, with
hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations, and transport equations for salt and heat. Details for physical
formulation of SELFE are described in Zhang and Baptista (2008).
Fig. 3. Whole mesh system and water depth for tidal simulation.
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The region covers the northeast Asia including Korea, China and Japan refined in the south sea of Korea. The
whole mesh system is shown in Fig. 3 with minimum 150 meter resolutions in Hansan area (Fig. 4). The GEBCO
30 arcsec bathymetry dataset was used for the depth of model domain. For setting of the vertical coordinate, because
the barotropic simulation of tides was performed, we used the one layer for 2 dimensional modeling. The tidal
boundary condition for water elevation was determined by the modified NAO tide database (Matsumoto et al., 2000).
NAO tide is developed by assimilating TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter data. The time step was set to 300 seconds. The
run length was 60 days starting from July 1st, 1592 and the initial part of 30 days was discarded. Harmonic analysis
for 8 major tidal constituents was performed during 1 month as a preliminary phase of the real-time ocean tide model
construction. Fig. 5 shows the co-tidal charts of 4 major tidal constituents.
Fig. 4. Zoomed mesh system in Hansan Area, South Sea of Korea.
Table 2. A War Diary (Nanjungilgi).
[A War Diary (Nanjungilgi)]
7/8 (8/14) Admiral Yi’s vessels sailed into Gyeonnaeryang where the enemy (Japanese) vessels
stayed.
7/8 (8/14) Because of fighting for a whole day, Admiral Yi’s fleets were too tired to chase the
Japanese vessels. Furthermore, it became dark. So they encamped in the inner harbor of
Gyeonnaeryang and spent a night.
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Fig. 5. Computed co-tidal charts of the M2, S2, K1 and O1 tides.
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a b
Fig. 6. (a) Admiral Yi selected a place to fight ; (b) Japanese vessels are chasing.
a b
c
Fig. 7. Adimiral Yi’s vessels switching the heading direction and fought the Japanese vessels with Crane Wing formation
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4. Hansan Battle (June 8, 1592; August 14 in Gregorian)
Admiral Yi selected a place to fight with leaning against wind, which of direction is generally southerly or
southeasterly at Summer (Fig. 6a). A War Diary written by Admiral Yi described the situation on the battle briefly
(Table 2). The Japanese detected a small-scale fleet consisting of 13 vessels of Admiral Yi, and made the mistake of
regarding 13 vessels as all vessels of Admiral Yi. Thus all the Japanese vessels chased them (Fig. 6b). As soon as
the Japanese vessels arrived at offshore of Hansan Island as planned, Adimiral Yi’s 13 vessels switching the heading
direction and waiting vessels fought the Japanese vessels with Crane Wing formation (Fig. 7). In this battle, 59
Japanese vessels are sunken, 14 vessels are captured and approximately 8980 persons of Japanese fleets were dead.
5. Conclusions
This study performed to hindcast tidal condition of Naval Battle at Hansan on 8 July 1592 among the big three
victorious battles of Admiral Yi Sun-shin during Imjin War in the ChosunDynasty. This study involves tidal
prediction in several centuries ago by the conversion between lunar and solar calendar day correcting the date
calculation routines. We reenacted that Admiral Yi's fleet repelled the enemy in the Naval Battle of Hansan, 1592
likely taking advantage of tidal current on the authority of the tide and tidal current simulation results by the modified
tidal prediction models.
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